Cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) core Alzheimer disease (AD) biomarkers have shown an excellent capacity for the in vivo detection of AD. Previous studies have shown that CSF levels of phosphorylated tau (p-tau) also correlate with tau pathology in frontotemporal lobar degeneration (FTLD) after accounting for AD copathology.
F rontotemporal lobar degeneration (FTLD) is a neuropathological umbrella term coined to describe a group of neurodegenerative disorders with prominent frontal and temporal lobe atrophy presenting with a wide spectrum of behavioral, language, and motor disturbances. Most FTLD cases can be classified in 2 main subtypes according to the protein that aggregates in the central nervous system: FTLD-TDP (approximately 50%), which is associated with aggregates composed of transactive response DNA-binding protein of approximately 43kDa (also known as TDP-43), and FTLD-tau (approximately 45%), which is associated with aggregates containing the microtubule-associated protein tau. 1 Although most cases are considered sporadic, up to 25% of patients may have a pathogenic mutation, mainly in the MAPT, GRN, and C9orf72 genes. 2 While genetic testing may enable a definite diagnosis in mutation carriers, the in vivo diagnosis of most FTLD cases with sporadic disease is challenging because there is no reliable correspondence between the clinical syndrome and the underlying neuropathology. 3 Cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) markers have been studied in neurodegenerative diseases as a way to track different pathophysiological processes in the central nervous system. In Alzheimer disease (AD), levels of amyloid β (Aβ ), total tau (t-tau), and phosphorylated tau (p-tau), also named core AD biomarkers, have shown excellent diagnostic accuracy for the detection of AD at the prodromal and dementia stages. 4 Core AD biomarkers are also useful in FTLD-related syndromes to exclude AD. [5] [6] [7] In addition, core AD biomarkers could also be used to distinguish the different neuropathological subtypes of FTLD. In particular, previous studies have shown that low levels of p-tau or the ratio of p-tau to t-tau could be useful biomarkers for TDP-43 proteinopathies. [7] [8] [9] Further, p-tau is more specific for tau pathology because t-tau also reflects nonspecific neuronal and axonal damage. 10, 11 Importantly, in 2017, 12 we have described an independent association of antemortem CSF p-tau levels with postmortem cerebral tau pathology in a large series of autopsy-confirmed FTLD, suggesting that low p-tau is a specific marker for TDP-43 proteinopathies. 12 It is clear that specific markers for FTLD-TDP and FTLDtau are needed, and some promising advances have been made. 13 Unfortunately, many biomarker studies of FTLDrelated syndromes may be confounded by co-occurring secondary AD pathology. 7 It is possible that this secondary AD pathology confounds measurement of CSF analytes, with consequences for clinical trial outcomes that include CSF measurement of tau. In addition, most studies have grouped patients with frontotemporal degeneration (FTD) with and without pathogenic mutations, assuming that they all have a similar CSF biomarker profile. This study aimed to develop a 2-step algorithm where we first exclude cases with significant AD pathology and then use CSF tau analytes to differentiate between sporadic FTLD-tau and FTLD-TDP. This algorithm was tested in 3 different cohorts of patients with FTD: a sporadic autopsy cohort, a genetic cohort, and a living cohort with syndromes highly predictive of FTLD-tau and FTLD-TDP.
Methods

Patients
Participants were selected from a database of 1796 patients with different neurodegenerative diseases with available CSF included from May 1992 to April 2016 at the Center for Neurodegenerative Disease Research at the University of Pennsylvania.
Autopsy Cohort
We included data from patients with antemortem CSF and a neuropathological diagnosis of AD or FTLD who were followed longitudinally at the Frontotemporal Degeneration Center or Alzheimer Disease Core Center to autopsy establishment of their underlying neuropathology in the Center for Neurodegenerative Disease Research at the University of Pennsylvania. 14 A total of 143 sporadic cases were included: 89 pure AD cases, 40 cases of FTLD (27 FTLD-tau and 13 FTLD-TDP), and 14 cases with AD plus FTLD (10 with FTLD-tau and 4 with FTLD-TDP, collectively known as FTLD-AD). All FTLD cases were screened for the 3 most common mutations (MAPT, GRN, and C9orf72)aspreviously described. 2 Cases presenting as motor neuron disease, Lewy body dementia, and those with concurrent FTLD-Tau and FTLD-TDP (3 cases) were excluded.
Genetic Cohort
We included a group of 60 patients with FTD with pathogenic mutations and CSF available for analysis. This group was composed of 33 patients with mutations in C9orf72,13inGRN,4 in TARDBP, and 10 in MAPT genes.
Replication Sporadic Cohort
We included a group of 62 living patients with clinical phenotypes that are highly predictive of FTLD-tau and FTLD-TDP: 39 patients with progressive supranuclear palsy (PSP) and 23 patients with amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) associated
Key Points
Question Can core Alzheimer disease cerebrospinal fluid biomarkers be used to select frontotemporal lobar degeneration (FTLD) subtypes?
Findings In this case-control study, an algorithm that used different cutpoints of cerebrospinal fluid phosphorylated tau/amyloid β 1-42 ratio and phosphorylated tau in a sporadic autopsy cohort first excluded Alzheimer disease and then provided a good discrimination of pure FTLD transactive response DNA-binding protein cases from the remaining FTLD-tau and mixed FTLD cases. This approach was confirmed in an independent cohort of sporadic living patients with likely FTLD pathology, but it showed reduced sensitivity when applied to a cohort of patients with frontotemporal generation with pathogenic mutations.
Meaning Alzheimer disease cerebrospinal fluid core biomarkers can be reliably used for the in vivo identification of patients with pure FTLD transactive response DNA-binding protein and FTLD-tau when accounting for comorbid Alzheimer disease and genetic status.
with FTD (ALS-mild cognitive impairment and FTD-ALS) diagnosed according to established diagnostic criteria. 15, 16 All individuals participated in a written informed consent procedure with their caregivers, when appropriate, that was approved by the institutional review board at the University of Pennsylvania. In the case of deceased patients, written consent was obtained from a family member. A subset of these patient samples has been previously published.
5-7,12,14
Biofluid Collection and Analysis
Cerebrospinal fluid samples were obtained as described previously. 5, 14 We obtained data from Aβ 
Neuropathological Analysis
Autopsy was performed as previously described. 3 Microscopic diagnosis was made by experienced neuropathologists (E.B.L. and J.Q.T.) using neuropathological diagnostic criteria. [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] Cases were divided into those with 1 neuropathological diagnosis and those with multiple diagnoses using Braak and Consortium to Establish a Registry for Alzheimer's Disease stages of AD pathology. 20, 21 Concurrent pathologies were registered as previously described. 7 In patients with FTLDtau, sections of the hippocampus were stained with thioflavin-S, as described, 25 to distinguish comorbid AD neurofibrillary tangle pathology from primary FTLD tauopathy. We used pathological criteria of low AD to define secondary comorbid AD (either AD Braak tau stage ≥B2 or AD Braak tau stage B1 and Consortium to Establish a Registry for Alzheimer's Disease ≥C2) in FTLD cases. 23 We used the term pure FTLD for cases with a primary neuropathological diagnosis of FTLD and no comorbid AD and FTLD-AD for cases with FTLD and concomitant AD as in previous studies. 7 
Statistical Analysis
Variables were examined for normality. One-way analysis of variance or Kruskal-Wallis test were performed across the groups as appropriate. For group-wise comparisons and regression models, we used natural log (ln) transformation to obtain normally distributed CSF variables for analysis. Because the autopsy and validation cohorts differed in disease duration and age at which CSF samples were obtained, and because these factors may influence CSF analyte levels, we performed a logistic regression analysis for p-tau that included age and disease duration as covariates. These logistic regressions were completed in the autopsy cohort, and the probabilities then were entered into receiver operating characteristic curves. We calculated the optimal cutoff that was used to assess sensitivity and specificity and then applied this logistic regression model adjusted for age and disease duration to the genetic and replication sporadic cohorts. Statistical significance for all tests was set at P less than .05. All P values were 2-sided. All analyses were performed using SPSS, version 20.0 (IBM Corp) or STATA, version 12.0 (STATA Corp).
Results
Demographic, Clinical, and Biomarker Data of the Autopsy Cohort
Demographic, clinical, and neuropathologic characteristics of the autopsy patient sample are summarized in Table 1 . The FTLD-AD group had a later age at onset when compared with that of FTLD-tau. The age at death was higher in the AD group Research Original Investigation A 2-Step Cerebrospinal Algorithm for the Selection of Frontotemporal Lobar Degeneration Subtypes than in the FTLD-tau and FTLD-TDP groups. Age at CSF sampling was higher in the FTLD-AD group than in FTLD-tau and FTLD-TDP. APOE ε4 allele was overrepresented in the AD group when compared with the other groups.
Cerebrospinal fluid Aβ 1-42 levels were lower in both the pure AD and FTLD-AD groups compared with the FTLD-tau group (Table 1 ; eFigure 1 in the Supplement). Cerebrospinal fluid ttau levels were higher in the pure AD group than in FTLDtau. Finally, CSF p-tau levels were higher in the pure AD group than in pure FTLD groups. The FTLD-AD group showed intermediate values for tau analytes between pure AD and pure FTLD, highlighting the effect of comorbid AD on CSF biomarkers. 7 As reported in previous studies, 7-9 CSF p-tau levels were lower in FLTD-TDP than in FTLD-tau (Kruskal-Wallis H test, 7.43; P = .006). Total tau to Aβ 1-42 and p-tau to Aβ 1-42 ratios also showed clear differences among groups ( Table 1) . Because of the AD-like CSF profile in the FTLD-AD cohort, we developed a 2-stage process for the biofluid-based diagnosis of FTLD spectrum disorders. First, we established cutpoints of CSF analytes for each form of pathology in the subset of patients with pure pathology. Then we applied these criteria to our entire cohort, which included individuals with mixed FTLD-AD pathology, to develop a 2-stage process for differentiating FTLD-tau and FTLD-TDP in individuals with sporadic FTLD; specifically, the first stage excludes individuals with primary or secondary AD pathology, and the second stage distinguishes between FTLD-TDP and FTLD-tau in individuals less likely to have primary or secondary AD pathology.
Establishing a Diagnostic Algorithm Based on AD Biomarkers in Patients With Single Neurodegenerative Pathologies
We performed receiver operating characteristic analyses for the differentiation between pure AD and pure FTLD (both FTLDtau and FTLD-TDP), and results are shown in Figure 1A . The p-tau to Aβ 1-42 ratio showed the best area under the curve (0.98; 95% CI, 0.96-1.00; P < .001) followed by the t-tau to Aβ 1-42 ratio (0.91; 95% CI, 0.85-0.96; P < .001). A p-tau to Aβ 1-42 ratio cutoff of 0.09 achieved a 91.3% sensitivity (95% CI, 82.8%-96.4%) and 96.8% specificity (95% CI, 83.3%-99.9%), with a likelihood ratio of 28.3.
We next investigated the capacity of CSF p-tau levels to distinguish between pure sporadic FTLD-Tau and FTLD-TDP cases. We performed ROC analysis accounting for the differences in age and time from diagnosis at CSF sampling, and levels of p-tau showed a good capacity to discriminate between pure FTLD-tau and FTLD-TDP with an area under the curve of 0.87 (95% CI, 0.73-1.00; Figure 1B ). Receiver operating characteristic analyses using raw values are shown in eFigure 2 in the Supplement. However, when we included all FTLD cases, including FTLD-AD, the area under the curve dropped to 0.69 (95% CI, 0.51-0.87), indicating that comorbid AD confounds the diagnostic value of p-tau. The optimal probabilistic cutoff for p-tau after adjusting for age at CSF sampling and time from diagnosis to CSF sampling achieved 81% sensitivity (95% CI, 74%-88%) and 92% specificity (95% CI, 85%-99%) for the differentiation between FTLD-tau and FTLD-TDP. Therefore, the best results were obtained when we applied a 2-step algorithm based on the application of the p-tau to Aβ 1-42 ratio to exclude cases with any AD pathology (ie, primary AD or mixed FTLD-AD) and then the p-tau to distinguish between FTLDtau and FTLD-TDP (Figure 2) . 
Performance of the Classification Algorithm in a Genetic FTD Cohort
We next applied this algorithm to a cohort of 60 patients with FTD carrying pathogenic mutations to test the hypothesis that mutation status may influence CSF biomarker profile. 12 Most patients (50 [83.3%]) in this cohort had TDP-associated mutations (C9orf72, GRN, TARDBP, and VCP) while tauassociated mutations were less frequent ([16.6%]). Demographic and clinical characteristics of this sample are summarized in the eTable in the Supplement. There was no difference in p-tau levels between TDP-associated and tauassociated mutations (Mann-Whitney U, 121; P = .53) or between the different TDP-associated mutations (KruskalWallis H test, 0.12; P = .94). After exclusion of patients with presumed AD pathology based on the p-tau to Aβ 1-42 ratio, the area under the curve for p-tau was 0.58 (95% CI, 0.38-0.77) to discriminate between groups. These results indicate that the algorithm is not useful in cases with FTD-carrying pathogenic mutations. We also compared levels of p-tau in the group of TDP-associated mutations with those of the pure FTLD-TDP group in the autopsy cohort. We found higher p-tau levels in the group of TDP-associated mutations than in the sporadic FTLD-TDP (Mann-Whitney U, 399; P = .003). These findings, together with our previous observation of elevated p-tau levels in patients with the C9orf72 expansion, suggest higher levels of p-tau in TDP-associated mutation carriers. 12 
Validation of the 2-Stage CSF Algorithm in an Independent Cohort
To further confirm the performance of the algorithm in a clinically relevant scenario, we applied the CSF algorithm in an independent living cohort of 69 patients with clinical syndromes highly predictive of FTLD-tau and FTLD-TDP. We included 39 patients with a clinical diagnosis of PSP and 23 with FTD-ALS. Patients with FTD-ALS with C9orf72 mutations (n = 7) were excluded. Demographic and clinical characteristics of the validation sample are summarized in Table 2 . Age at CSF sampling was higher in the PSP group (Mann-Whitney U, 696; P < .001) compared with the FTD-ALS group. Phosphorylated tau levels were lower in the FTD-ALS group (MannWhitney U,611;P = .02; Table 2 ) compared with the PSP group. After the exclusion of patients with p-tau to Aβ 1-42 greater than 0.09 (expected comorbid AD), p-tau CSF levels showed an area under the curve of 0.9 (95% CI, 0.81-0.99; P < .001; Figure 2C ) for age-adjusted p-tau values. The probabilistic cutoff calculated in the autopsy cohort had a sensitivity of 89% (95% CI, 0.79%-0.99%) and a specificity of 73% (95% CI, 0.63-0.83) for the detection of FTD-ALS.
Discussion
The main finding of this study is that a 2-stage algorithm based on 3 frequently used CSF biomarkers can be applied to first exclude cases with AD pathology (as the primary or as a secondary neuropathological diagnosis) and to identify FTLD-tau and FTLD-TDP subtypes of FTLD in a cohort of sporadic FTLD. This algorithm may be a valuable tool for the enrichment of clinical trials and research studies on FTLD that require the diagnosis of FTLD subtypes. Accurate diagnosis of the underlying pathology in FTLD spectrum disorders is a crucial step in developing a strategy for disease-modifying treatments in these conditions. The diagnosis of sporadic FTD is based on clinical criteria supported by the presence of anatomic markers (characteristic magnetic resonance imaging atrophy or 18 fluoro-D-glucosepositron emission tomography [PET] hypometabolism). 26, 27 However, estimates of misdiagnosis suggest that up to 30% of patients with FTD receive another diagnosis, in particular AD, and that an equal number of AD cases are misdiagnosed as FTLD. 3 Although the development of tau PET tracers represents an opportunity for detecting some subtypes of FTD, [28] [29] [30] Amyloid PET markers may be useful in distinguishing cases with or without AD pathology, but false-positive and false-negative findings often occur. 31 Cerebrospinal fluid offers the possibility of detecting different pathophysiological changes in the central nervous system. Core CSF AD biomarkers are the most investigated biochemical markers in FTLD, and they have been mainly used for the identification of AD cases rather than as a confirmation of FTLD. Other markers, such as neurofilament light chain, have been investigated in FTLD. Levels of neurofilament light chain are elevated in FTD, and they correlate with disease progression. 32,33 However, neurofilament light chain levels are also increased in AD, suggesting a lack of disease specificity. It is clear that novel and more specific markers of FTLD are needed, and some promising findings have been reported. 13, 34 Nonetheless, in this study, we present evidence that traditional CSF biomarkers for AD can be successfully used to improve accurate selection of sporadic cases with FTLD. We first applied the p-tau to Aβ 1-42 ratio to exclude cases with AD irrespective of the clinical phenotype. As previously published, 5, 7, 18 both tau to Aβ 1-42 ratios performed better than single analytes for the prediction of AD pathology. This should be taken into account in future research criteria for both AD and FTLD syndromes because the use of independent Aβ 1-42 and tau cutoffs may influence the diagnostic accuracy of the proposed criteria, especially for atypical AD phenotypes (eg, corticobasal syndrome and the behavioral variant of AD). The fact that the selected cutoff is based on a sample of pure AD cases has a consequence that the identification of mixed FTLD-AD cases is indeterminate. Specifically, because a small degree of concomitant AD pathology has a marked effect on core CSF biomarkers, 7 cases with FTLD and comorbid AD may be excluded by the application of a strict cutpoint calculated based on cases with single neuropathologic conditions. Although cases with both FTLD and AD may represent a minority of all FTLD cases (<20%), 7 concomitant AD pathology may interfere with treatments targeting FTLD-specific pathologies or may obscure clinical outcomes in a trial because this pathway may not be affected by the drug. Therefore, we believe that a classification algorithm for FTLD, such as the one proposed here, should aim at selecting cases with single neurodegenerative pathologies that are more likely to respond to therapies. We next applied a p-tau cutpoint, building on previous evidence that this protein could be a useful biomarker for FTLD-TDP. [7] [8] [9] Consistent with these prior reports, we observed that sporadic cases with FTLD-TDP had lower p-tau levels in CSF than cases with FTLD-tau. The more likely explanation of this finding is that p-tau in FTLD reflects more accurately pathologic tau, while t-tau also reflects nonspecific neuronal and axonal damage. 5, 10 This is supported by evidence showing that CSF p-tau levels are positively associated with cerebral tau burden in FTLD. 12 Therefore, the data support the model that CSF p-tau levels in FTLD are lower in FTLD-TDP owing to the lack of tau pathology. However, this difference can be obscured by the existence of comorbid AD pathology that may be observed in a minority of FTLD cases. It is important to focus on excluding co-occurring AD pathology because we and others have observed that AD copathology in forms of FTLD is much more common than co-occurring FTLD-tau and FTLD-TDP. The 2-stage algorithm proposed in this study thus aims to identify cases with single neurodegenerative pathologies by first excluding cases with common dual pathologies such as co-occurring AD. About 25% of clinical FTD cases are mutation carriers, 2 and identification of the mutation can lead to a reliable prediction of the underlying histopathologic diagnosis. In this study, we found that the proposed algorithm was less useful in patients with FTD with pathogenic mutations. This is in agreement with our previous observation that the C9orf72 expansion is associated with higher CSF p-tau levels. 12 These findings suggest that biomarker data and cutoffs cannot be equally applied to genetic and sporadic cases. This difference in biomarker profiles between genetic and sporadic disease has also been described in other neurodegenerative conditions such as AD. 35, 36 In addition, the utility of a diagnostic algorithm is likely to be more clinically relevant in sporadic FTD when pathology cannot be inferred from the clinical syndrome. The value of this algorithm was confirmed in an independent cohort of patients with FTD with syndromes highly predictive of FTLD-tau and FTLD-TDP. The value of p-tau in the living cohort showed a high sensitivity but modest specificity. The phenotypes in the living cohort (PSP and FTD-ALS) and in the autopsy cohort differed, and it is possible than the existence of motor neuron disease or the specific topographical pattern of aggregation in 4-repeated tauopathies may influence p-tau levels.
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Strengths and Limitations
The main strength of this study is the use of a large autopsyconfirmed cohort with detailed neuropathologic data. This allowed us to establish a criterion-standard reference for CSF biomarkers and to consider concurrent pathologies known to affect CSF biomarker cutoffs. 7 Limitations should be considered when evaluating our findings. We did not obtain crossvalidation in an independent autopsy cohort because a comparable pathology-proven data set to replicate these findings is exceedingly rare. However, we replicated the ability of CSF p-tau for the discrimination of FTLD-tau from FTLD-TDP after excluding patients with expected comorbid AD in an independent living cohort. Further collaborative autopsy-proven studies are needed to refine and operationalize the proposed CSF algorithm. It is worth mentioning that we did not take into account the clinical phenotypes or imaging biomarkers (eg, amyloid or tau PET or magnetic resonance imaging); however, our methods suggest that CSF is a lower-cost alternative to PET imaging to exclude AD copathology in clinical FTD. For example, confidence in the diagnosis of FTLD-TDP may be improved if a low p-tau level is associated with clinical features of semantic variant primary progressive aphasia. 37 Thus, it is likely that combinations of clinical features and CSF biomarkers can further improve diagnostic accuracy, and multimodal assessments should be further studied in patients followed up to autopsy.
Conclusions
In conclusion, we show that core AD CSF biomarkers can be used to improve specificity for the in vivo identification of patients with sporadic FTLD-TDP and FTLD-tau.
This involves a 2-stage algorithm that first excludes cases with likely AD pathology. We anticipate that this algorithm will be improved with the addition of novel pathwayspecific biomarkers of FTLD that will undoubtedly increase the diagnostic accuracy in the FTLD-related syndromes. 
